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1. **Participant Observation - Part I** –

2. **The Detailed Inquiry** –

3. **Selective Inattention and Dissociation** -
   Bromberg P.M. (2003) One need not be a house to be haunted: on enactment, dissociation, and the dread of “not me”. Psychoanalytic Dialogues, 13: 689-709

4. **The Self System I** –

5. **Part II- “unique” or “more simply human”?**

6. **Language and its Limits - Protaxic, parataxic, or communicative?**

7. **Trauma Redux** -

8. **The Postmodern self and other**

9. **The Relational Turn** –

**10. Controversy in our ranks**–


*OPTIONAL recommended reading